
Road Researcher Additional Observation Log Sheet

(only use if not using RepTailers app in the field)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

For each field trip, fill out the details below first, then fill out the charts after as needed.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Date:

Temperature (°C):

Cloud cover (circle): No cloud cover / Some cover (less than 50%) / High cover (more than 50%) / Complete cloud cover

Precipitation (circle): No rain / Slight rain / Moderate rain

Survey start time:

Survey end time:

Type of survey (circle): Driving survey / Walking survey

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Please record GPS coordinates in decimal degrees below with as many numbers after the decimal point as possible

(check GPS  settings).

Snake Observations

Species Latitude Longitude Dead/
injured/
alive

Found on
road/found
on road
shoulder

Behaviour
(basking,
crossing
road)

Photo
taken?
(Y/N)

Common
Garter Snake

44.850639° N 78.684907° W Dead On road N/A (dead) Yes



Predated Nest Observations

Latitude Longitude Notes – is it possible to see the shape of the eggs (ping
pong vs. oval); are there any viable eggs left (how many?);
was it along the road shoulder; what kind of substrate –
sand, gravel etc.?

Photo
taken?
(Y/N)

45.019215 ° N 78.537617 ° W Couldn’t tell the shape of the eggs from the pieces left. No
viable eggs left. Nest was in sandy road shoulder, egg shell
pieces scattered around a hole.

Yes



Turtles You Could Not Pull Over For (only for those conducting driving surveys)

Please fill these columns out to the best of your ability. Do not worry if you were not able to get all the information for

each category.

Description of location (or
include GPS coordinates if

you have them)

Suspected
species

Dead/
injured/
alive

Seen on road/
seen on road
shoulder

Behaviour
(basking, nesting, crossing
road, other)

Highway 118, right
after West Guilford
Dump. On right side of
road, when travelling
toward 11.

Snapping
Turtle

Alive Seen on road
shoulder

Looked like it was  travelling
away from the road (might
have just crossed the road)


